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Advanced Literature & Composition 10	Required Summer Reading List

Advanced Literature and Composition 10 Honors


You are required to complete two novels over the summer. One is mandatory; the other is your choice from the list. You will be asked to complete an in-class essay in September on the mandatory book.

Mandatory Caucasia by Danzy Senna
Birdie Lee was growing up in Boston, as a biracial child, in the 1970s. Her father and older sister decide to leave for Brazil, and Birdie begins an adventure with her mother across New England adopting new identities along the way.

Choice
Directions: In addition to the required reading novel, you are to choose an additional book from the choice reading
list. After you have completed the reading, you are to choose an assignment from the assignment list. (Directions for the all of the assignments can be found on the attached sheet.) You will present your project the first or second week of school. Extra points will be awarded to those students who read one classical and one contemporary book in addition to the mandatory book.

Classical:
	Emma by Jane Austen
A romantic comedy about the idle upper and middle classes in England.

	A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens
A historical novel centered on the years leading up to the French Revolution.

Contemporary:
	Brave New World by Aldous Huxley
Set in the year A.F. 632, Huxley’s utopian world consists of feelies instead of movies, a hatchery instead of a baby nursery, and Soma, the vacation drug.

	The Complete Maus (A Survivor’s Tale: And Here My Troubles Began) by Art Spiegelman
The primary story of the original book and its sequel is the experience of Spiegelman’s father, Vladek, a Polish Jew who survived the concentration camps of Nazi Germany during WWII.

	Go Tell it on the Mountain by James Baldwin
In this semi-autobiography, Baldwin examines the relationship between an African-American young man and his religious father. Themes of hypocrisy, religion in the African-American community, and generation gap are explored in this novel. Baldwin chronicles a fourteen-year-old boy's discovery of the terms of his identity as the stepson of the minister of a storefront Pentecostal church in Harlem one Saturday in March of 1935.

	Neverwhere by Neil Gaiman
In his first full-length novel, Gaiman, the comic-book mastermind, brings his talents to the black-and-white world of books. The story revolves around Richard Mayhew, a bumbling young businessman, who is about to discover a new side of London after helping a wounded girl named Door. He is trapped in an alternate dimension, known as London Below, or the Underground. Once he steps into it, he finds that his normal life no longer exists. The only chance of getting his old life back is to accompany Door on a dangerous mission across the Underground. Gaiman's gift for mixing the absurd with the frightful gives this novel the feeling of a bedtime story with adult sophistication. Readers will find that they are as unable to escape this tale as the characters themselves.
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Course
Advanced Literature &	Required Summer Reading List
Advanced Literature and Composition 10 Honors Option I:
This project has two parts: Create a work of art and explain its meaning in a detailed paragraph.

Part I: Create a work of art that expresses several of the following about the book you read: 	A theme
	An issue addressed 	A motif
	A symbol
	The relationship between two important characters
	Significant allusions: include the reference material (the original item) and how it is used in the novel

Your work of art may be in any form:
	Sculpture (wood, paper mache, metal, clay)
	Poem (3 united by a theme, 20 lines or more each) 	Drawing
	Painting
	Music (see below) 	Collage

Important:
Do not simply illustrate a scene or character from the novel. The purpose of this project is to show your understanding of the deeper levels of the book, using a creative process that calls upon your deeper levels of thinking and emotional response to the book.

Music can be recorded or original (you compose and play it). If recorded, use at least two songs and print out the lyrics, in “school-appropriate form” (no profanity, no racist or sexist words).

Part II: Explain the meaning of your artwork.
Write at least two well-developed paragraphs to explain how the images, lyrics, or other elements in your art work express the themes, issues, symbols, relationships between characters, or significant allusions from the literature you chose to show. Be detailed and clear. Grammar and mechanics count!

Option II:
Five- Paragraph Essay
Each choice book has a character who has a challenge that he or she must overcome to learn an important lesson or skill. Using details from the text, describe a challenge that was faced by one of the characters. Then, describe how the character addressed the specific challenge. Now, determine how you would have addressed the character’s challenge.

Essay Descriptors:
 Describe a challenge faced by one of the characters from your choice book  Describe how the character addressed the challenge
 Compare your response to the character’s response o What would you have done differently?
o What would you have done similarly? Option III:
A Letter to the Author
Write a letter, including an analysis of the text, to the author of your choice. Consider the following questions:
1.	Did you like the protagonist or antagonist? What would you change about the characters, if you were writing the book?

2.	Do you agree with how the protagonist handled a specific challenge? If you were the author, what would the protagonist do differently?

3.	What could be added to the book to make the reading more interesting to your classmates? Would you add additional drama or would you delete a boring character?

4.	Think about the setting of the book. If you changed the setting of the story, would the storyline change? If so, how? With all of the questions, please be as specific as possible.
You must respond to at least three of these questions in your letter to the author.
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Rubric for Options II & III
Advanced Literature and Composition 10 Honors



Element	3	2	1



Content and Organization

	Introduction and conclusion are present
	Single focus
     Topic is well-developed      Key Ideas are developed

	Introduction and conclusion are present but need further development
	Single focus is maintained throughout most of the piece
	Ideas are loosely connected
	Some ideas need further elaboration

	Lacking an introduction and/or conclusion
	Attempts to focus but may drift or shift focus
	Details need further elaboration
	Repetitious details



Usage

	Very few, if any, errors are present

	Some errors are present

	Numerous errors are present



Sentence Construction and Mechanics

	Very few, if any, errors are present

	Some errors are present

	Numerous errors are present








